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Meet Ethan . . .  
Ethan was a student with Wiltshire Supported Internships, studying 

at Fairfield Farm College, it was his first year at this college and final 

year of education. Ethan quickly settled into his new environment 

and began travel training, together with his Job Coach, (and a fellow 

intern for the afternoon journey). The journey was not 

straightforward, he was taken to Trowbridge train station by his 

parents in the morning, then travelled by train to Westbury and was 

taken the remainder of the journey by taxi to the college. In the 

afternoon he walked to the station at Dilton Marsh, where he had to 

signal for the driver to stop, as it was a request stop, to board the 

train to Trowbridge. In time Ethan showed competence in his 

journeys and successfully completed his travel training. 

As part of his internship year, Ethan began a working interview at 

The Red Admiral pub/restaurant, supported by his Job Coach. His 

role was Kitchen Porter, which involved washing up, using the 

dishwasher, putting all items away, cleaning, sweeping an outside 

area, emptying bins, preparing salads and vegetables.  

Ethan settled into the team quickly and support was gradually faded, until he worked 

independently. The kitchen team offered excellent support and guidance throughout his 12-week 

working interview, Ethan learned how to make desserts and doughballs, he also served the food 

to the customers. 

Ethan was a successful and valued part of the team, which led to being 

offered a paid job. Since starting in June 2018, he has proven he is a 

great worker and reliable employee. His hours have increased and he is 

now working full-time. He has progressed onto more cooking and learned 

grilling. Learning to use his initiative; when there are no tasks at his work 

station, he helps others, or goes into the bar to clear the empty glasses.  

This is a great career opportunity for Ethan, he has been very successful 

and has the chance to move up through the ranks if he chooses to do so. 

He understands that working in the pub trade means working unsociable 

hours, mostly evenings, and has adapted brilliantly. He thoroughly enjoys 

his work and is proud of his achievements. 
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